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Best Practices
l.Waste water of RO Water Purifier is used for gardening.
Objective: To reuse the waste water of RO Water Purifier.
Context: To get clean and pure water to the students and staff, RO Water Purifier is installed in
the college. Waste water of this is collected in the tank and from tank it is used for garden.

2.Pass out student's old projects are displayed

like Museum to get intuition / motivation for

development of new projects.

Objective: Letting passed out graduates to exhibit their technical projects in various disciplines
which offers on opportunity to sharpen new technical skills.
Context: Development of project work is a part of curriculum and making its display for next
batches is an asset, which helps the students to add new technological skills in it and design an
extended version. Keeping in view of this framed work few projects like Gear Test Rig fbr the
testing

of Gear, two wheeler working mechanism, Plc<l-Hydroelectric generator, Navigation

System

forblindpeople, etc. are displayed.

3. Right from the inception, the institute has the practice of performing all the maintenance

works (Electrical maintenance, civil work maintenance,
furniture and fabrication work) in-house.

IT infrastructure

maintenance,

Objective: Performing most of in-house work, thereby making a good saving and involving
graduate learner in actual practical work.
Context: Maintenance work in Electrical, Civil, IT infrastructure is being carried out in-house,
to make saving. Additionally, through regular and planned procedure, complete monitoring is
carried out. This scheduled work is being carried out by our staff members with involvement of
the students, to give them necessary working experience.

4. Inculcating the moral values by conducting the Buddha Vandana at the beginning of
every college activity.

Objective: To deepen our devotion to the Lord Buddha, thereby nurturing morality in
everyone's work culture.

Context: At the beginning of each and every activity of the institute and the deparffnent, we all
worship Lord Buddha with Buddha Vandana. Such devotion is necessary for maintaining peace
and harmony amongst us. Inculcation of moral values in all the minds is our motto, and through
this prayer at the beginning of every program, this is routed properly.

